Fly rod parts diagram

A normal fishing rod spinning and casting rods uses a heavy lure to pull a light line to its target
location. A fly rod does the exact opposite as a heavy line pulls the lightweight fly to its desired
target. The fly rod itself is comprised of several components: the blank, grip, and reel seat. The
blank is the basic shaft itself upon which all of the other fly rod components are built upon. The
grip is where the fisherman is connected to the rod, and there are different styles of grips for
different fishing situations. The reel seat is a threaded metal cylinder and is the part of the rod
that connects the fly reel to the rod itself. Many fly rods can be broken down into two, or more,
parts for easy storage and transport. The fly reel holds the line that will be used for fishing. The
reel must match the weight of the rod, and some reels are made to accommodate a number of
different fly rod weights. The fly reel is connected to the rod via the reel seat. The reel also
features a dial that sets the drag, which is how quickly or slowly you wish the line to be released
from the reel. There are multiple lines that contiguously attach to your fly reel. The first line is
called backing, and it is a very thin, but strong, line that is attached directly to the spool using
an Arbor knot. The purpose of this backing and Arbor knot is to ensure that the line remains
attached to the spool even if a fish runs off with the line. The next line on the rod is the fly line,
and this is a buoyant and weighted line that is attached to the backing via an Albright knot. The
fly line allows the fisherman to cast his line a good distance and is often fluorescent green or
orange in color. After the backing and the fly line are spooled onto the reel, the loose end of the
fly line will be threaded through the guides, which are the metal holds that run alongside the
bottom and at the very end of the rod. The thick end of the leader is attached to the fly line using
a Nail knot. Some fly rods have a loop-to-lop system that allows for easy attachment of the fly
line and leader, which then negates the necessity of using a Nail knot. This line submerges
pretty fast due to the weight of a wet fly. The fisherman then ties his fly to the loose end of the
tippet using a Cinch knot. There are many, many different styles of flies for a fisherman to
chose from. Breckenridge fishing was the highlight of our trip. The knowledgeable guides put
my 85 year old husband on numerous Rainbow Trout. Beautiful July morning! First Colorado
fishing trip, great guide and we caught rainbow trout for everyone for our dinner tonight! Great
trip! Our guide Steven was fantastic we never fished Dillon before, it was a great experience.
Extremely gracious, kind guide. Very comfortable fishing experience. Book Online! Anatomy of
a Fly Rod. Fly Rod The fly rod itself is comprised of several components: the blank, grip, and
reel seat. Fly Reel The fly reel holds the line that will be used for fishing. Backing and Arbor
Knot There are multiple lines that contiguously attach to your fly reel. Fly Line and Albright Knot
The next line on the rod is the fly line, and this is a buoyant and weighted line that is attached to
the backing via an Albright knot. Guides After the backing and the fly line are spooled onto the
reel, the loose end of the fly line will be threaded through the guides, which are the metal holds
that run alongside the bottom and at the very end of the rod. The Fly and Clinch Knot The
fisherman then ties his fly to the loose end of the tippet using a Cinch knot. When you get into
the thick of it though, a fly fishing rig can be more complicated, especially when it comes to its
core parts, namely the line and the fly at the end of it. Besides this different setup, the methods
for delivering your bait to the water are much different. Instead of casting or throwing your bait
into the water and waiting for a bite, a fly fishing guide or angler in the Everglades will spot the
fish from their boat before any casts are made. These major differences are one reason why
many anglers do not pursue fly fishing â€” it would be too cumbersome and expensive to learn
a completely new setup, methodology, etc. With that said, and without further ado, we want to
invite you to continue reading for a brief summary of the 5 parts or components of a basic fly
fishing setup. Image courtesy of Browntrout. A good fly fishing guide in the Everglades or cold
mountain stream will be able to explain what all of these components do. What is necessary is
to relax, listen to your guide and have fun spotting Redfish, Snook or Trout and casting directly
to them. Paul Nocifora is an Everglades fly fishing guide with many years of experience helping
anglers of all levels enjoy fishing the waters around Chokoloskee, Marco Island and the Ten
Thousand Islands. Visit GladesFlyFishing. Nocifora to schedule your trip today. You are
commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account. You are
commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account.
Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Search for:. The backing serves
two purposes â€” one, it fills up space so you will be able to reel your line in quickly, which is
critical when trying to land a fish. The backing helps ensure your line will not break if a fish
pulls all of your line out of the reel. Fly line â€” Attached to your backing by way an albright or
nail knot, the fly line is what you actually cast into the water. Before casting the fly, you will pull
a certain amount of line out that is roughly the distance you want to cast. The fly line is
weighted so it can go the distance it needs to â€” lighter lines are for shorter casts while
heavier ones are made for longer ones. There are also four types of fly line: full-float,

partial-float, sinking of differing rates and full-sinking. In saltwater and Everglades fly fishing, an
experienced guide will usually recommend a heavier line. Butt section â€” The butt section is
basically a thicker piece of line that attaches to your main fly line and is only a foot or two long.
While not required, having a butt section on your rig means you only need to tie the albright
knot once. Attaching your leader directly to a fly line means you will constantly be gnawing
away at the end of your fly line each time you change the leader. It consists of monofilament
line that is thicker at the butt section and tapers to a thinner piece of line toward the end. The
leader can range in weight from as low as 4 pound test to 40 pounds. Modern leaders are
machine fabricated, but prior to these advances, the leader had to be tied one-by-one through a
series of knots. The tapering allows the line to roll smoothly as you cast. The tippet is
approximately 2 feet long and the last piece before your actual fly. Share this: Twitter Facebook.
Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details
below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public. Name required. Add
your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. By continuing to use this website,
you agree to their use. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie
Policy. Do you ever find yourself scratching your head when reading about fly rods, or do you
find yourself lost when you hear a couple guys at your club meeting discussing their new
rod-building projects? Do you know the difference between the prepreg and the scrim? Blank:
The long, skinny thingâ€”generally tubularâ€”to which the handle, reel seat, guides, and often
ugly graphics are added. Ferrule: The device by which the sections of a rod or blank are
connected. Fixed hood: A fixed metal shroud over either the top or the bottom of the reel-seat
cylinder into which one end of the reel seat is placed. Layup: The specific way in which patterns
of composite prepreg are layered around a mandrel. Specific layups may include different fibers
graphite and boron, graphite and fiberglass , different orientations unidirectional, woven, or
filament-wound or a combination of fibers and fiber orientationsâ€”all designed to produce
specific characteristics of flex, stiffness, and durability. Locking ring: The nut that puts
pressure against the sliding hook to keep the reel securely locked in place. Material: The fibers
graphite, fiberglass, Kevlar, boron, or some combination of them that do the workâ€”supporting
the load of the fly line or pulling on a fish. Most contemporary rods are fabricated principally
from fibers that run unidirectionally along the length of the rod, although many rods also make
use of fibers running around or at an angle to the unidirectional fibers, in order to provide
additional strength. Prepreg: The fabric created by impregnating the material with resin. Resin:
The matrix that holds the fibers together. Most modern rods are fabricated with thermoplastic
epoxy resins. Scrim: A lightweight fabric of fiberglass or graphite that forms a lining under the
principal fibers and which aids in working with the material when it is rolled around a mandrel.
Slow-action rods came from blanks in which the difference between butt and tip diameters was
smaller. The taper of a tubular rod is determined by the shape of the mandrel s around which it
is fabricated. Tip section: The section of a rod or blank farthest from the butt section. I have
access to machinemail tool machinery. Your email address will not be published. Shop Orvis.
Search for: Search news articles. Written by: Larry Kenney Do you ever find yourself scratching
your head when reading about fly rods, or do you find yourself lost when you hear a couple
guys at your club meeting discussing their new rod-building projects? Butt section: The
bottom, thick section of a rod or blank. Larry Kenney is a well-known fly-rod builder who lives in
San Francisco. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Fly Pattern
Follow Orvis. Facebook Instagram Twitter YouTube. Last season I told a client, 'Try this rod, it's
a Lamson'. He took it and said 'Beautiful rod; it feels light'. That day we fished trout, all between
inches. It is really a delight to catch big fish without exhaustion. A versatile, light and powerful
rod A marvel! When you first pick up the rods, you will notice how seamless it feels. You have
total control of a very fast but lively tip. You'll notice with every swing how efficiently energy is
transferred from butt section to tip as if it were an extension of your arm The rod generates line
speed intuitively. I have fished many of my clients' rod and reel combinations in order to
demonstrate mends or assist in their casting. Some of their gear is the best money can buy.
That being said, I will put up my Center Axis 4 or 5 weight up against any one of them. Casting
is accurate and effortless. The light weight and balance when casting is fantastic I have been
guiding both trout and small mouth bass with the Center Axis system. The rods have such great
feel and I can't even tell whether they even have a reel on them. My clients don't want to give up
the rods at the end of the day. My 6 weight was a dream, walking the beaches of SW Florida for
snook as well. You've hit a home run with this series! Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis
part masa urient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Making you a real force of nature. Available at
a fly shop near you. Find shops. Equipment SOS? We got your back. Get help. Our gear
naturally works better. See how. How we hatched this whole thing up. About us. For many
anglers, fly lines and their characteristics are a huge mystery. They know that different fly lines

cast differently and that some suit their needs or casting styles better than others but they have
no idea why. They just go to the fly shop and ask for the best line. If this sounds like you, I have
good news. Fly lines have become really complicated in the last five years or so. Specialty lines
have multiplied like rabbits and line companies have created lines to match every species, water
condition and casting style. Fortunately, almost every manufacturer publishes line diagrams
which show you, in detail, the taper of each line. There are three basic types of line tapers.
Weight forward, double taper and triangle taper. The double taper line is a very traditional style
of line which has a long level belly and a symmetrical taper on each end. Weight forward lines
shift the weight to the front of the line and were developed to match modern fast action carbon
fiber rods. Triangle tapers are a kind of hybrid of the two. Think of the diagram as a picture of
the fly line in profile with the thickness of the line exaggerated. The thickness of the line
indicates two things. Where the weight is and the relative stiffness of the line. Where the line is
thicker, it will be heavier. Different line materials have different stiffness, but within a given fly
line, the line will be stiffer where it is thicker. Knowing where the weight is in the line will tell you
how it loads the rod and the stiffness, as well as the weight, will tell you how it presents the fly.
Most modern fly lines have five parts. From front to back they are the tip, front taper, belly, rear
taper and running line. Each one performs a specific function and its weight and length
determine how the line casts. The tip is the final word in fly presentation. The longer and lighter
the tip, the more delicate the presentation. A long light tip will work to your advantage when
making soft dry fly presentations on a spring creek. A shorter, more aggressive tip with more
weight will have the power to turn over heavy streamers and nymph rigs. The front taper
dissipates the energy of the line during the presentation. Even more than the tip, the design of
the front taper dictates how much energy is delivered to the leader and what kind of
presentations the line will naturally make. The belly of the line is designed to load the fly rod. It
also determines how heavy a fly the line will carry. A longer belly will load the rod more
gradually and allow the caster to carry more line in the air during false casting. It will also roll
cast and Spey cast more easily. A short, fat belly will load the rod quickly for short casts and
shoot line aggressively. The rear taper is the transition from the belly to the running line. It is
the last part of the line which is controllable during casting. A long rear taper offers the caster
some control over the line when carrying a lot of line during false casting. A short rear taper
offers the caster a quick transition to the running line, allowing them to shoot line more easily.
The LT is a delicate presentation trout line. You can see from the diagram that it has a long 8
foot tip. A 20 foot front taper and a short belly. Clearly a very technical line for light
presentations. A great all around trout line, the Gold has a much more aggressive taper. Notice
that the head length is the same as the LT but the weight is shifted forward, delivering more
power to the leader, loading the rod faster and making it easier to shoot line. The Titan sports a
radical head designed to turn over huge flies with ease. The Sniper is a true shooting head
design. The short heavy belly and front taper coupled with a virtually nonexistent rear taper will
shoot line like a cannon. My personal favorite saltwater line, the Tropical Punch combines an
aggressive belly and short front taper with an extra long rear taper. This line will punch into the
wind but still gives you the line control you need to carry line on a long, precise presentation.
Having the ability to match a special purpose fly line to the type of fishing you do can really
improve your performance as an angler. Hopefully this will help you understand how fly lines
work and help you make more informed choices when purchasing your next fly line. It may even
help you understand the lines you already have. Thanks for the explanation. Anything that helps
me understand lines better is welcome. I can say that understanding and experimentation is
worth it. All the specialization and choice can really improve your fishing expience, if your
willing to put some time in. There is no replacement for casting skill, but some of the new line
designs can be valuable arrows is the quiver. Very informative and takes a lot of the technical
mumbo jumbo out of the task of choosing the right line for the right scenario. Thank you! As a
fly fishing newbie, these types of posts are invaluable! I may not understand everything
perfectly just yet but I can bookmark this and at least have the general idea in my head. There is
so much to learn, I love it. Not in the front, as shown in the first picture. This looks more like a
line for nymph fishing, or any other line where you need to turn over big flies or cast up against
strong wind. I fish triangle taper floating lines- the front taper is elongated running from tip to
near the end of the head increasing in diameter as it progresses where it abruptly transitions
back down to the running line sharp rear taper. Otherwise a great article. Thanks for sharing. Do
you recommend a weight forward or a DT line for work on small streams? For small stream
fishing you can simply over line y
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our rod. Put a 5wt line on your 4wt and it will load with less line out. You might also think about
your rod choice. Fiberglass rods are great on small streams because they usually have a
parabolic action. The weight of the material itself loads the rod. These kinds of rods will make a
loop with just the leader. Great article! Too many folks just spool up whatever line is the most
cost effective and the truth is their rod and therefore their angling could improve greatly with a
more balanced line with the correct taper for their fishing application. Great article!!! Now
maybe you could do one on shooting heads and running lines, which is what I use most of the
time. Plus I can cut off a bit of the running line if it becomes too frayed after years of service.
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